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Abstract
Product Question Answering (PQA) is a popular and important feature in e-commerce services that many
customers use as part of their shopping journey. Most previous works on PQA focus on questions that
were asked in the context of a specific product. In this work we address a different use case of answering
product questions without the context of a specific product. We refer to these questions as Broad Product
Questions (BPQ) as these questions often target a broad set of relevant products, such as “Do jeans shrink
after a wash?”. We propose a new answering approach to address BPQs by aggregating information from
a set of relevant products. We highlight the advantages of the aggregation-based answering approach in
context of e-commerce, and we present an empirical evaluation of the utility users find in these answers
compared to common web retrieval-based answers.
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1. Introduction

Product Question Answering (PQA) is an important and helpful feature in e-commerce services
that many customers use as part of their shopping journey [1, 2, 3]. The common use case for
PQA are questions which are asked in the context of a specific product, for example, via a Q&A
search bar on the product’s details page. A reference to the specific product can be explicit, e.g.
“how should I clean this humidifier?”, or implied, such as “Can I turn off the display?”, asked
in the context of a specific humidifier item. Most of the existing answering strategies utilize
semi-structured information provided on the product details page, namely product description
and specifications (e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7]), community Q&As (e.g., [1, 8, 9]), and customer reviews (e.g.,
[1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]).

In this work we address a different use case of answering product questions that are not
associated with a specific product, but rather address a broad set of relevant products, for
example, “how many watts an air conditioner takes?” ; we refer to these questions as Broad
Product Questions (BPQs). Such questions are issued by customers on the search bar of e-
commerce websites without the context of a specific product. These questions are commonly
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Table 1
Examples of web-based answers from two popular web search engines (Jan’ 4, 2023).

Question Search Engine 1 Search Engine 2 Comment
how heavy is a pillow Typically the queen

pillows weigh around
3.5 to 4.0 pounds.

A flat standard pil-
low can weigh up
to 8 oz., while a
medium sized stan-
dard pillow weighs
approximately 14 oz.

Good answers

how heavy is a
feather pillow

No direct answer No direct answer Only "10 blue links"
were provided

how many watts does
a microwave use

Compact Microwave
600-800 watts [...]
Standard Microwave
(800-1000 watts)

Typically, mi-
crowaves use 500-800
watts for working.

Good answers

how many watts does
a toshiba microwave
use

0.9 Cubic feet *900
watt* Stainless Steel
microwave [...]

The Toshiba
EM131A5C SS
microwave oven has
a power output of
*950 watts*.

Answers relate to one
specific product

answered using a Web-Based Question Answering (Web-QA) approach [15], i.e., retrieving an
answer based on relevant text snippets from the web.

While Web-QA has made much progress in recent years, it suffers from several limitations in
answering product related questions. Due to the highly dynamic nature of product information
(new versions, price changes) Web-based answers are not guaranteed to be up-to-date, and, in
the context of an e-commerce service, to be grounded in active products, i.e. products that are
still available and can be purchased. Another notable limitation is the lack of ability to answer a
question at varying specificity levels. Several examples are shown in Table 1, where commercial
search engines, who had recently expanded their question answering capabilities, retrieve a
good answer to a broad product question, e.g., “how heavy is a pillow”, however when adding a
qualifier to the question, such as “how heavy is a feather pillow”, the engines fail to provide a
satisfying answer. In other cases, the web-based answer relates to only one specific product,
rather than to the family of products that the question asks about (See the “Toshiba microwave”
example in Table 1).

In this work we propose a novel answering framework for addressing BPQs, in the context of
an e-commerce service, which allows mitigating the aforementioned limitations. The answering
framework, illustrated in Figure 1, is based on aggregation of information from a set of relevant
products and operates as follows: (1) the target item-name which represents the requested
product set is identified in the question, (2) a representative set of relevant products are gathered,
(3) the relevant information is extracted for each product in the set, and (4) an answer is generated
from the aggregated information. Since the answer is algorithmically generated from the e-
commerce catalog, the freshness and quality of the data is grounded, the set broadness of
relevant products is under control, and the answer is associated only with concrete products



that are currently available for purchase, while omitting ‘ghost’ products which have vanished
from the market. Moreover, it is possible to refer to several concrete relevant products directly
in the answer. For example, the question “how heavy are thermal curtains?” is answered by
our method with “Between 1.2 and 5.1 pounds, based on 42 thermal curtains products. Several
alternatives include H.VERSAILTEX (1.9 lb), Deconovo (2.9 lb), and NICETOWN (5 lb).”. We refer to
these type of answers as Aggregation-based Answers. Several more PQA examples are presented
in Table 2. The empirical study we present suggests that such answers can complement, and in
some cases replace, the web-based answers.

The aggregation-based answering approach can gather product information from a variety of
sources such as product-description, specifications, Q&As, and customer reviews. However, as
a first step, we focus in this work on product specifications only and limit ourselves to product
attribute questions. We leave for future work the utilization of additional sources for BPQ
answering, and the handling of additional question types. In the rest of the paper we (i) describe
in detail the BPQ answering framework, (ii) present empirical evaluation of the utility that users
find in aggregation-based answers. We also report on user satisfaction results from an online
experiment of presenting the new form of answers to customers of an e-commerce service.

2. Related Work

The line of work mostly related to ours is on answering product-related questions; e.g., [2,
16, 3, 14, 1, 8, 4, 7]. The retrieved answer can be extracted from the product related Q&As
[4, 1, 2, 3, 8, 9], from customer reviews [13, 12, 4, 1, 16, 17, 14, 3], or by aggregating multiple
sources of information [18, 10, 11]. For a comprehensive survey on PQA approaches we refer
the reader to the work of Deng et al. [19]. All these works focus on questions asked in the
context of a specific product.

Answering attribute questions is a sub-task of Question Answering [15, 20, 7], and is also
closely related to the task of attribute value extraction [21, 22, 23]. Previous works focused
on retrieving a single table entry or aggregating some entry values that correctly answer the
question [24, 23, 25, 26, 27]. However, these works assume the table of data exists, while in our
work we dynamically collect the relevant data. These methods can handle complex questions
that require the consideration of table entry relations and the whole table structure. Integrating
inter-relations within attribute values into our method is an interesting direction for future
research.

3. Aggregation Based Answering Framework

The following section describes the aggregation-based framework for answering BPQs. We
focus on answering attribute questions from product specifications (BPQ-PS). Figure 1 describes
the BPQ-PS framework, its components are further discussed below.



…

A: Between 1.2 and 5.1 
pounds

Based on 42 popular 
thermal curtain products.

Q: How heavy 
are thermal 

curtains?

Item-Name 
Extraction

[thermal curtains]

Construction of a 
Representative 

Product Set

Attribute Value

Length 60 inch

Material Polyester

Weight 4 pounds

Brand Wontex…

Attribute Value

Length 75 inch

Material Linen

Weight 2 pounds

Brand Deconovo

Answer 
Generation

Data Acquisition

Figure 1: BPQ-PS – Broad Product Question Answering framework, based on the product specifications
in the catalog.

3.1. Item-Name Extraction

First, an item-name is extracted from the user’s question. An item-name refers to the phrase
in the question specifying the product or product-set the user asks about. This item-name is
then used to infer the product set for aggregation, therefore, it is crucial that it will be specific
as possible, capturing all available information in the query. For example, for the question:
“How heavy are thermal curtains?”, if only the item “curtains" is identified, while the “thermal”
attribute is omitted, the accumulation will be applied to regular curtains, resulting with a wrong
answer.

Item-names can be identified by Named Entity Recognition (NER) which is a well known
task that has been studied intensively by the NLP community (e.g. [28]), and many publicly
available tools exist for this task [29, 30]. In our BPQ-PS implementation, we use an in-house
Transformers-based NER tool [31] that was specifically trained for identifying item-names in
product related queries and questions.

3.2. Representative Product Set Extraction

Next, we collect a representative set of products that are relevant to the extracted item-name.
When choosing the representative product set multiple aspects should be considered, such as
freshness, availability, popularity, diversity, and completeness. In our BPQ-PS implementation
we focus on popular products, rather than on a complete set, as these better represent the
products that a typical user is looking for. We leverage the e-commerce product search service
to retrieve a large and diverse collection of products relevant to the extracted item-name. These
products are also guaranteed to be up-to-date and available for immediate purchase.

Popular items from the retrieved collection are then selected by leveraging historical pur-
chasing data of several months; only products that were purchased more than a certain fraction
of times, following a product search with the item-name as the query, are retained. As a result,
the representative product set contains only up-to-date, available, popular, and most relevant
products to the item-name.



3.3. Data Acquisition

In the data acquisition stage we extract the product-centric data that is relevant to the user’s
question, for each product in the product set. We focus on product attribute questions that
can be answered by product specifications. Product specifications is a collection of (attribute:
value) pairs representing the product, typically a few dozens per product. Attribute values may
be Boolean (e.g. (dishwasher-safe: true)), numeric, typically accompanied with their units, (e.g.
(display size: 5.1 inches)), or categorical (e.g. (connectivity: 5G, 4G, Bluetooth)). Some attributes
are repeated for most products across all categories, e.g., brand and weight, while others are
unique to some categories or to a subset of products, such as calories and wireless connectivity.

The attribute value extraction step requires identifying the relevant attribute to answer the
user’s question. For the question “How heavy are thermal curtains?” the relevant attribute
weight should be identified. To this end, we follow the template method proposed in previous
work [7]. For each (attribute: value) pair we generate a template-based answer in the form “The
attribute is value” (e.g. “The weight is 32 kg”) and estimate the probability that this answer
satisfies the user’s question. We then select the attribute with the highest probability which is
above a pre-defined threshold; no answer is returned if no such attribute exists. The probability
that an answer satisfies the question is estimated using a pre-trained RoBERTa model [32],
fine-tuned on Amazon-PQA corpus [8]1.

In the common PQA use-case, where the goal is providing relevant information for a single
product, returning an answer based on one extracted (attribute:value) pair might be sufficient.
In our case, however, aggregation is required over many pairs, and in general, the attribute
information associated with different products is provided by different manufacturers and sellers.
Therefore, additional steps of data cleansing is required, including normalization, unification,
and filtering. For Boolean attributes, we transform each value to Boolean and count the portion
of products with a positive value (’true’) and negative value (’false’). For numeric attributes, we
apply an open source unit normalization library2 and inter quartile range outlier filtering, to
enable measuring the range of values and other statistics. For categorical attributes we filter
out outliers, typos and invalid values using manually generated regular expressions.

3.4. Answer Generation

Recent advancement in language generation methods allow transforming the data elements
collected in the previous stage into a natural language answer. However, in order to focus our
analysis on the utility of the aggregated answers, rather than on the language quality, we choose
to utilize a handful of manually-curated textual templates for answer generation. The answer
template provides details on the number of relevant products it is based on, and the value
aggregation over this set. For categorical attributes (e.g. colors or materials) we provide up to
five most frequent attribute values. For numeric attributes (e.g. weight or wattage) we provide
the range of values. For Boolean attributes (e.g. microwave safe), we provide the ratio between
positive and negative attribute values, or a yes/no answer in case of agreement. Examples for
each type of answer template are presented in Table 2.

1We follow the fine-tuning process described in Shen et al. [7].
2https://github.com/hgrecco/pint

https://github.com/hgrecco/pint


Table 2
Examples of Aggregation-based Answers.

type question answer
Categorical What is a pillow

made of?
Based on 32 pillow products, there are 10 fill materials. Some
of them are memory foam, polyester, gel memory foam, cotton,
and poly gel fiber.

Numerical What is the weight
of a mlb bat?

Between 1.75 and 2.15 pound, based on product details from 5
mlb bat products.

Boolean Are Calphalon pans
oven safe?

Yes, based on product details from 6 Calphalon pan products.

4. Experiments

The main objective of our experiments is to evaluate the utility users find in aggregation-
based answers and the merits of using these answers to augment web-based answers. For that,
we asked human annotators to evaluate the quality of Web-QA and BPQ-PS answers, and a
combination of the two. We also conducted an online experiment on a commercial e-commerce
service and report on users’ satisfaction.

Question Data. Our experiments were conducted on a subset of the Natural Questions (NQ)
dataset [33]. We applied an in house NER classifier [31] to detect the subset of product questions;
i.e., questions that refer to a product. In total we were able to identify 7, 583 product questions.
We refer to this subset as PNQ.

BPQ-PS. While running BPQ-PS to answer the questions in PNQ, we applied several filters in
order to identify questions to which the answering method is suitable. First, we retained only
questions for which a single item-name was identified. Questions with zero item-names are
obviously not suitable, and questions with multiple item-names pose challenges in constructing
a representative product set that we defer to future work. As our focus is on broad questions,
we retained only questions that had at least 5 valid attribute values, from different products,
following the product set extraction and attribute-value extraction steps. This process resulted in
429 questions that can be answered by BPQ-PS, reflecting coverage of 5.7% of the PNQ dataset3.
Leveraging additional data sources beyond product specifications, e.g. customer reviews or
product descriptions, can increase the coverage of the aggregation-based approach and is left
for future work.

Web-QA. We run a Web-QA system to retrieve web-based answers for all the 429 questions
that were answered by BPQ-PS. The Web-QA system we used is of a commercial e-commerce
service; it indexes web pages from a broad and diverse set of websites and retrieves the most
relevant answer using a combination of dense passage retrieval [34] and answer selection [35]
algorithm.

3The subset of questions we retained does not represent a uniform sample of the question traffic submitted on
e-commerce platforms.



Table 3
Annotation results of Web-QA and enriched Web-QA+BPQ-PS answers over the PNQ dataset. * denotes
statistically significant improvement (two tails paired t-test, 𝑝 < 0.05).

Method Avg. Complementary Inclusion Contradiction
(100%) (19%) (21%) (47%)

Web-QA 4.70 4.59 4.77 4.68
Web-QA+BPQ-PS 4.73 4.76 4.79 4.66

Δ (+0.03) (+0.17)* (+0.02) (-0.02)

4.1. Results

Manual Quality Evaluation. The answers for the 429 questions, both from Web-QA and
BPQ-PS, were evaluated each by 3 human annotators4. The annotators were asked to judge
each answer independently as either: relevant, somewhat relevant, or not-relevant, the labels
were determined by a majority vote. Among the BPQ-PS answers, 46% were labeled as relevant,
22% as somewhat relevant, and the remaining 32% as not-relevant. The main reason for labeling
an answer as not-relevant, accounting for 72% of these cases, was that the question is not
an attribute question. Additional reasons for non-relevance are wrong attribute selection or
incorrect item-name extraction from the question, these account for 12% and 7% of the not-
relevant cases, respectively. The Web-QA answers were labeled as relevant and somewhat
relevant for 84% and 8% of the cases respectively, attesting to the high quality and maturity of
the Web-QA system we used.

In order to assess the utility users can find in augmenting the high quality Web-QA answers
with BPQ-PS answers we conducted a second study. We evaluated 169 questions to which
both the BPQ-PS and Web-QA answers were annotated as relevant. First, each pair of answers
was reviewed by 3 annotators in order to characterize the relationship between them. Among
the 169 pairs the distribution over relationship type was: contradiction (47%), inclusion (21%),
complementary (19%), equivalence (5%), and other (8%). Next, annotators where asked to
evaluate the original Web-QA answer and an enriched Web-QA+BPQ-PS answer5, for example,
for the questions “What is the American flag made out of?”, the enriched answer is “According
to snippets.com: The American flag is made out of polyester materials. In addition: based on
87 popular American flag products, there are 6 materials: nylon, polyester, polypropylene, spun
polyester, polyurethane, and cotton.”. The annotators were asked to score each answer from 1
to 5 to indicate how relevant, complete and helpful an answer is. The annotation results are
shown in Table 3. We see that on average, the Web-QA answers received very high score of 4.7,
and yet, enriching them with BPQ-PS answers further improves the scores to 4.73. In particular
we find a statistically significant increase of +0.17 when the answers complement each other,
yet when the answers contradict or contain each other the scores are on par.

Online Experiment. In addition to the manual crowd-based evaluation, we evaluate the
satisfaction of e-commerce users from the aggregation-based answers in an online experiment.
On a commercial e-commerce search bar users typically submit short queries seeking for

4We used MTurk crowdsourcing platform: https://www.mturk.com/
5Different annotators judged the two flavors of the answers, it was not a side-by-side comparison

https://www.mturk.com/


Figure 2: Aggregation-based answer presented on an e-commerce search page.

products. Additionally, as shown in Fig 2, users can submit full natural language questions
and receive a direct answer in addition to the standard search results. In order to focus on
user satisfaction from the new form of answers, rather than on answer quality, we validated
offline the relevance of the answers before serving them to users. Specifically, in an offline
process, we collected a sample of popular questions on the service, and answered them with
BPQ-PS. We then manually validated the answers and retained only the relevant ones. This
PQ&A bank is then used to serve online newly submitted questions that are highly similar to
one of the questions in our bank. Figure 2 presents the direct answer to the question, for which
users were asked to provide feedback. We measure the Positive Response Rate (PRR), i.e., the
percentage of times users selected “Yes”. The PRR for BPQ-PS yield relative improvement of
∼34% compared to the PRR for the Web-QA. While part of the high PRR may be attributed to
the manual validation of the BPQ-PS bank, we nevertheless believe it shows that users find the
new form of answers engaging and helpful.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we addressed the task of answering BPQs, i.e., questions that refer to a broad set of
products which are asked outside the context of a specific product. We described an aggregation-
based answering approach, and implemented BPQ-PS which utilizes product specification data
to address attribute questions. Our empirical evaluation demonstrates the merits and utility of
the new form of answers. In future work we plan to extend the aggregation-based answering
approach by leveraging additional information sources such as community Q&As and customer
reviews.

Another interesting direction is leveraging recent large language models to produce high-
quality fluent answers. With retrieval augmented generation (RAG) techniques [36], the answer
generator is exposed to pieces of evidence based on information retrieved from external re-
sources, leading to more grounded, accurate, and up-to-date answer. For example, the answer
of ChatGPT [37] for the question “how many watts does a car cigarette lighter produce?” is “A
car cigarette lighter typically produces up to 120 watts of power (12 volts x 10 amps).” However,
when enriching the prompt with the category-based information “In an e-commerce website we
found the following Wattage values for car cigarette lighter: [10, 15, 24, 30, 38, 80, 100, 120, 150,180,
200] watts” ; ChatGPT enriched its answer to: “The wattage values for car cigarette lighters listed
on the provided e-commerce website range from 10 watts to 200 watts. However, the typical power
output of a car cigarette lighter is up to 120 watts.”. Retrieval augmented generation opens an
interesting direction for improving broad product question answering which we leave for future
research.
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